The mean shift tracking algorithm has become a standard in the field of visual object tracking, caused by its real time capability and robustness to object changes in pose, size, or illumination. The standard mean shift tracking approach is an iterative procedure that is based on kernel weighted color histograms for object modelling and the Bhattacharyyan coefficient as a similarity measure between target and candidate histogram model. The benefits of the approach could not been transferred to monochrome vision systems yet, because the loss of information from color to grey-scale histogram object models is too high and the system performance drops seriously. We propose a new framework that solves this problem by using histograms of HoG-features as object model and the SOAMST approach by Ning et al. for track estimation. Mean shift tracking requires a histogram for object modelling. In the proposed framework a set of high dimensional HoG-features is clustered via K-means and features inside the object area are matched to the clustercenters via a nearest neighbor search. This procedure is comparable to a Bag of Words algorithm. The proposed system is evaluated for advanced driver assistance systems and it is shown that the framework can be used as a reliable visual tracking system for a pedestrian recognition module.
Introduction
Many modern advanced driver assistance systems rely on low cost monochrome vision systems, for analyzing the vehicle surrounding. Especially for Pedestrian warning or autobreaking systems, vision sensors deliver highly required information that make these additional functionalities possible. Therefore a pedestrian object needs to be recognized and followed over several consecutive image-frames. The so called tracking is necessary for the calculation of several attributes of the object like distance, velocity and acceleration. Tracking in general is the calculation and estimation of an object path. Therefore visual tracking algorithms can determine the motion of an object between two video frames and so associate detections in two frames to the same object.
In the field of computer vision, visual tracking still is an important and relevant research area [1] . Different methods like KLT [2] , Mean Shift (MS) [3] or Template Matching [4] belong to this algorithm class and have become standard algorithms. The main challenges for visual tracking algorithms are realtime capability, accuracy and robustness to changes in the object appearance, due to motion or illumination. Especially the mean shift algorithm, also commonly known as kernel based tracking, fulfils these criteria adequately.
MS was first introduced by Fukunaga [5] for data analysis in the field of pattern recognition, as gradient ascent local mode search algorithm for probability density distributions. Comaniciu evolved the MS algorithm as a kernel based visual object tracking method in 1999 [6] , [7] , using color histograms of image regions for target and candidate modelling and the Bhattacharyyan coefficient, a similarity measurement for probability density distributions. This approach is limited to spatial tracking and the object scale adaptation is estimated by a brute force search, with different kernel bandwidths. Later different approaches were introduced to handle the scale estimation problem, like mean shift based blob tracking [8] or multi kernel tracker [9] , which divide the target into several blocks, track each block separately and have the advantage of additional spatial information of the separated object blocks.
In the field of face tracking, CAMSHIFT [10] , [11] and EM-shift [12] have been introduced since 1998, to estimate the scale and orientation changes adaptively, by calculating moment
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Based on HoG-Features functions on weight values, which are estimated during the MSprocedure. Ning et al. have transferred this calculation to SOAMST [13] as a pedestrian tracking module.
The performance of all MS algorithms is strongly depending on the modelling of the target and the separability against the background. Different approaches try to handle these problems, like CBWH-MS by Ning et al. [14] , who corrected the BWH-MS approach of Comaniciu et al. [3] by reducing the influence of prominent background features in the target model calculation.
Object modelling is commonly done with color histograms, so they have become a standard in combination with the MS tracking algorithms and achieved reliable and robust tracking results. For grey-scale image sensors, like they are used in state of the art driver assistance systems, the object modelling based on pixel intensity histograms is not discriminant enough to reach a comparable performance [9] .
Many different pedestrian detection and classification systems are already based on HoG-features (histogram of oriented Gradient), a standard feature in this research area [15] , [16] , [17] . Introducing the HoG-features for object modelling inside the MS algorithms requires a method to build up object model histograms. We propose to use a Bag of Words (BoW) approach that clusters similar HoG-features and summarizes the object features inside a histogram based on a nearest neighbor matching to the cluster centers. The BoW-histogram of HoG-features fits perfectly to the requirements of the MS algorithms.
The proposed algorithm adapts state of the art MS-algorithms, described in the following part, to a monochrome image sensor system for pedestrian tracking. Like in SOAMST [13] , the target is modelled with a weighted kernel function, but prominent background features are suppressed additionally like in CBWH [14] . In the next part the Introduction of HoG features to the modelling process inside MS is described. The system will be evaluated on selected video sequences of a driver assistance system in the Experimental Results part. The paper is closed by a Conclusion and a Future Work description.
Mean Shift Tracking
MS tracking is commonly used for color vision systems. The basic algorithm is illustrated in the block-diagram in Figure 1 . At its first appearance the object is detected with a detector module and defined by a rectangular bounding box. Based on the color information of the n features f inside the object area, the target object is modelled as a weighted histogram. The weight of a feature is obtained by a kernel profile function k, anti-proportional to the distance to the object center. The object model histogram is equal to the probability distribution of the object features weighted by a kernel function. The target object model q is defined as (1) with wherein q u is the kernel weighted probability of the u-th feature-bin of the m sized histogram, x is the object center, x i is the position of the feature f i in pixel coordinates and r is the kernel bandwidth describing the object size. The function b matches the feature f i to a histogram bin u and c is a normalization constant defined as .
The candidate model is built up the same way, at position y i with candidate size correlated bandwidth r y and the features x i inside the candidate region. It is defined as (2) The key step for the tracking algorithm is the computation of a displacement vector Δy based on the mean shift procedure to obtain the object movement from the initial candidate position to the target object center in the new frame:
The kernel function g(x) is defined as the negative derivative of the kernel profile function g(x) = −k′(x). Comaniciu et al. [7] derivate equation (4) based on the Bhattacharyya coefficient (5) a similarity measurement between the target and candidate model.
MST is an iterative process over the equations (2), (3), (4) by updating the candidate position every step with y j+1 = y j + Δy until convergence or a constant number of iterations is reached. The initial candidate model is calculated at y 0 =x.
Scale and Orientation Estimation (Ning et al.)
Up to now only the new object position is estimated, without any scale adaptation. The first algorithm containing an adaptive scale and orientation estimation was introduced by Bradski [10] as the face-tracking algorithm CAMSHIFT. Bradski made the assumption, that the target will fit inside the candidate area, if its size is enlarged before the MST. This assumption is valid for most moving objects, if the frame rate of the camera system is high enough, so that object shrinking or enlarging between consecutive frames is a gradual process and scale changes can be assumed to be smooth. The problem now is to estimate the real object area and orientation of the candidate object.
Here CAMSHIFT uses the pixel value probability distribution p(I(x, y)) of the image or the target model q inside mathematical moment functions, which can estimate the shape of an ellipsoidal point cloud.
Ning et al. [13] examined the weight values from eq. (3) with different object sizes, compare Figure 2 , and pointed out that the mean shift weight values (MSWV) depend on the candidate scale. Furthermore MSVW converge to 1, if the estimated object size fits to the current object appearance. In contrast to MSVW, the values of p(I(x, y)) are constant and independent from candidate object size. Ning et al. [13] use this adaptive character of the MSWV inside the moment calculation. For scale estimation the object area is enlarged before the object movement is tracked. This introduces background features to the candidate region and results in lower weight values, what can be clearly seen in the images above. If the candidate region fits to the real object size the weights converge to the value 1. This observation leads to the assumption, that the object scaling can be estimated out of the MSWV [13] .
By enlarging the object bounding box, background features are introduced to the candidate model automatically. The probability of the target model features is reduced, which leads to a higher MSWV and lowers the influence of background features in the area estimation of eq. (6) that is based on the 0th-moment of eq. (7), which is defined as the sum of all MSVW of the features inside the bounding box.
The Bhatacharryan coefficient of eq. (5) is an indicator for the quality of the area estimation by the 0th-moment and can be used to adjust this estimate of eq. (6), wherein σ is an adaptive variable, which should be chosen relatively to the object size.
To estimate the height, width and orientation of the object, first (M 01 , M 10 ) and second (M 02 , M 11 , M 20 ) order moments need to be calculated (8) together with the centroid of the distribution of MSWVs (9) Furthermore the second order central moments (10) can be combined to a covariance matrix (11) which eigenvalues λ 1 and λ 2 are used to estimate the object parameters width and height and are calculated by the singular value decomposition, (12) together with the eigenvectors (u 11 , u 21 ) T and (u 12 , u 22 ) T that represent the two orientation vectors of the targets main axes in the candidate region. Due to the usage of a kernel function, the rectangular object-area is reduced to an ellipsoidal area, which is a necessary condition for shape calculation based on moment functions. The ellipsoid is defined by the two main axes z 1 and z 2 , which can be approximated by λ 1 and λ 2 and lead to a scale factor κ = λ 1 z 1 = λ 2 z 2 . Together with the definition of the ellipse area a = πz 1 z 2 it can be derived that (13) (14) After calculating the width and height of the estimated candidate area, the covariance matrix needs to be updated (15) to be reused in the next frame, since it contains the orientation estimation of the current candidate object.
The features inside the candidate region can be calculated using the ellipsoid equation (16) 
Background Adaptation
The modelling of the target and candidate will contain background features, since the detected bounding box may not be positioned at the real object center, neither fit the exact object shape or the candidate region is enlarged before tracking. Comaniciu et al. [3] tried to reduce the influence of prominent background features, by estimating a backgroundhistogram-model and introducing background-weights v u to gain the background-weighted-histograms (BWH), by multiplying target and candidate model with v u . Ning et al. [14] proved that the application to both models has no effect on the mean shift tracking algorithm and corrected the calculation by applying the background weights just to the target model (CBWH).
The background model v is calculated on the n-features around the target object in an area that is three times bigger than the object, without any kernel weighting (17) so that the CBWH-target model results in (18) The relationship between the standard mean shift feature weights w i in equation (3) and the CBWH feature weights w′ i can be calculated as The state of the art mean shift tracking algorithms, like SOAMST, show good performances and reliable results, when they are used with color sensor systems. As already mentioned, the object modelling is not discriminative enough for monochrome vision systems and stronger features are needed. Therefore we introduce the HoG-features, developed by Dalal and Triggs [15] 
T . Based on g x and g y pixel-gradients can be calculated and the so gained pixel-orientation is quantized into 9 directions. A HoG-feature is defined by its position (f x , f y ) and size (s x , s y ), describing an image-patch with size of s x × s y pixels, wherein the orientation of all pixels is summarized into a histogram.
For MST highly discriminative features are needed, which we obtain by sub-dividing the image patch into four rectangular regions and calculating another four oriented histograms, like it is visualized in Figure 4 . Therefore, the minimum patch size results in 4 × 4. Together with a 15-dim Haarlike feature vector [18] , calculated on the intensity values, the HoG-feature results in a highly discriminant 60 dimensional feature f. Figure 4 . HoG-features are calculated on the oriented gradients inside an image patch (red). All pixel gradients are quantized into nine directions and summarized in a histogram and normalized, the dot stands for no direction, which is the case, if the magnitude of the gradient is below a threshold. To generate more discriminative features, the patch is subdivided into four regions (green). Again the gradients are summarized in histograms and normalized. Together with a 15 -dimensional Haarlike feature, the HoG-feature results in a 60 dimensional vector.
With these high dimensional features an easy histogram quantization modelling is not suitable anymore and other methods need to be found. As a first step we propose to cluster the features, to achieve a quantization similar to the histogram modelling in color feature space. We use K-means clustering so that every cluster center corresponds to one histogram bin in the model representation. As a second step every feature of the object area is matched to one cluster by a nearest neighbor matching algorithm and weighted with a kernel function and the modelling process is finished. This procedure is comparable to the bag of words idea, wherein features are clustered and then summarized inside a histogram, based on their cluster matching, to obtain a visual word. In our case, all features inside the surrounding area of the pedestrian are used for clustering, so a more general, but still discriminative and individual clustering is reached. The combination of all cluster centers is often referenced as dictionary. We propose to use this dictionary with a nearest neighbor search algorithm inside the mean shift tracking algorithm as substitution of the feature matching function b in eq. (1) and (2). The so gained target model is comparable to a visual "word". Calculating a dictionary for every single object can be very inefficient and may corrupt the real-time capability of the algorithm. To overcome this problem it is possible to train a "'global'" dictionary based on a feature set extracted from a training database with positive and negative pedestrian examples. In this case it is also possible to evaluate the optimal number of cluster centers used for the modelling in an offline stage.
The proposed algorithm uses a constant grid of HoG-features with a distance of d f = 2 pixel. Because of the change in feature sampling, the scale estimation needs to be adapted to the feature distance. In the previous scale estimation the pixel features, used in the moment calculation, were sampled on the same dense grid as the image coordinate system used for position and scale estimation. So the object area relative to the coordinate system could be calculated, since every pixel is a feature, a dense grid of feature weights can be calculated. If the feature grid is subsampled, not every coordinate can be matched to a feature weight directly. The moment calculation is based on a dense feature space, and a missing feature-weight would equal a zero weighting of the feature position. This problem can be solved by interpolating the feature weights to the coordinate-system. The interpolation can easily be done by a nearest neighbor matching, which can be approximated by multiplying the relative feature position with the feature distance. The new moments result in:
The orientation calculation is not influenced by different feature sampling and since we are not expecting the object to rotate inside the image-plane, it is neglected anyway.
Furthermore, the density of the feature grid influences the accuracy of the position and scale estimation and the calculation time. Obviously less features result in a reduced calculation time, but also reduce the accuracy of the system.
Scale Estimation and Background Adaptation
Obviously the benefits of a combined SOAMST-CBWH approach could be scale adaptive and robust position estimations. However the results of the MST evaluation in the next section show that the benefit of the background adaptation can be neglected in most cases. Furthermore, the manipulated target model influences the scale estimation based on the moment features, if the target model is mainly built up on a group of features that are also prominent in the background. The CBWH is used to suppress the influence of these background features during the position estimation, by reducing the proportion of these features inside the target model. This results in a smaller MSWV, comparing the equations (3) and (19).
The scale-estimation of SOAMST relies on the area estimation based on the sum of the MSWV inside the object area. If the weights are reduced, not based on the relation of the target and the candidate model, but by the background, the assumption of a relation between the real object area and the estimated area fails and the estimation results in a smaller candidate size.
A solution of this problem can be, to use the different target models for the different tasks, they have been designed for. CBHW target model for position estimation and the standard MST target model for scale estimation.
Experimental Results
The proposed MST system is evaluated in an advanced driver assistance system for pedestrian tracking. Therefore a set of 5 videos is recorded, containing typical pedestrian situations during daytime, like cross-walking pedestrians, approaching pedestrians, groups of pedestrians and overlapping pedestrians. Summed up 9 pedestrians (PED) are tracked. For a comparison to the real object, the position and scale of all pedestrians are hand-labeled in every 5-th frame, and interpolated in between. The labeled data is used as a groundtruth. The initialization and modelling of the pedestrian-object is done in the first frame of its appearance.
Sequence (Seq.) 1 contains three PEDs, see Figure 5 (a). The vehicle is standing in front of a cross walk, one big PED (height 340 px) is cross-walking in the foreground, one PED in a group is approaching to the vehicle (100 -200px) and the last one is standing in the background (40 px). In Seq. 2 the vehicle is driving and again, three PEDs are walking on the right walkway, see Figure 6 (a), one large (70 -130px) and a group of two, which are initialized with a height of just 30px (30 - The proposed algorithm is evaluated in two different implementations as SOAMST based on Hog-features with and without background adaptation using the CBWH target model. Furthermore the results are compared to the state of the art MST algorithms, SOAMST [13] and CBHW [14] and additionally the standard MST [7] , adapted to monochrome vision systems. A target is defined lost, if the quotient between the estimated scale and the ground truth scale is greater than 1.5 or smaller than 0.5, or the relative position error is greater than 0.5 times the ground truth width.
Due to the random character of the K-means-clustering in the modelling process, the HoG-feature based results are not static for every initialization of the same pedestrian. Therefore the system is initialized multiple times and the results are averaged, see Table 1 . Figure 5 shows the results of all tracking algorithms on Seq. 1. Like in Table 1 , it points out clearly that the tracking algorithms based on intensity values cannot track the targets properly. The SOAMST (yellow) loses the cross-walking directly after 3 frames and the other two PEDs due to completely wrong scale estimation after a few frames. The MST (red) and the CBWHMST (magenta) can track the targets longer, but don't estimate the scale-change.
With a moving vehicle, the performance of all intensity based algorithms drops significantly and a tracking over several frames is not possible in most sequences. Only the CBWHalgorithm can track the object if the background is not structured. These sequences show the advantage of the background adaptation, see Table 1 .
The HoG-features can improve this tracking a lot. SOAMSTHoG tracks 7 of the 9 PEDs almost over the complete distance. The remaining 2 tracks fail, caused by wrong scale estimation. In the sequences 2-5 all PEDs approach towards the vehicle. This causes a higher position error, due to the initialization of the target model in the first frame and the missing model update strategy, as can be seen in Figure 6 .
Slightly better position estimations can be achieved using the CBWH-target-model inside the HoG algorithm. The difference of the CBWH and SOAMST becomes clear looking at the scale estimation error. SOAMST often results in a slightly larger scale estimate, especially when the object does not change its size, compare Seq. 1 PED 1. The average scale estimation of CBWH instead is always too small, due to the reduced influence of feature, which prominent in the background.
The presented results are based on a single target initialization and do not contain any model update strategies. This results in two different effects. On the one side, approaching PED will get lost if the scale change gets to large compared to the initial Table 1 . Statistical results of the mean shift algorithms for the PED sequences. Evaluation criteria are: Track Length(TL), Position Error (PE) and Scale Error (SE). The ground truth track length is given in column GT.
size, due to the fact that the HoG-features are calculated with a fixed size and for example, during target modelling, one feature contains all gradients describing a head (a full circle), which later may be described by a handful features (circle parts) that are matched to different cluster centers and histogram bins in the candidate model. The other effect is a positive one, due to the effect that the PED is initialized in one special pose (walking with spread legs) that will return after some frames, the PED may be recovered with high accuracy, if it returns to this initial pose, compare Figure 6 (a).
Conclusions
In this paper we present a method that uses high dimensional HoG-features for target modelling inside a mean shift tracking algorithm, so the MST is adapted to monochrome vision systems, commonly used in driver assistance systems. The HoG based object modelling is needed, because the reduced information content of the grey-scale image pixels compared to colored is not discriminant enough to guarantee a robust and accurate tracking. The HoG-features need to be preprocessed to fit to the required histogram object models. Therefore we propose to use a Bag of Words algorithm that clusters all extracted features with K-means and summarizes the object features based on a nearest neighbor cluster matching into a histogram.
The system is evaluated on typical pedestrian appearances in various situations on monochrome sequences, in two different implementations of the adapted SOAMST by Ning et al. [13] with (HoG-CBWH) and without (HoG-SOAMST) a background adaptation. It is shown that the proposed MST based on HoG-features is superior to the standard methods adapted to greyscale histogram modelling. The position estimation based on the HoG-SOAMST points out to be the most reliable and robust algorithm and is able to track 7 of the 9 evaluated pedestrian appearances nearly over the full length. The position estimation still contains a relative small error compared to the hand labelled ground truth, which cannot be reduced significantly by the use of the background adaptive CBWH target model. Since the scale estimation is designed for the SOAMST, it is the most reliable way to use it.
The HoG-features can be used without a considerable increase of processing power, since they are already computed and needed for pedestrian detection. Only the clustering process in the modelling stage is costly in sense of calculation time. Using a global dictionary, which is trained offline on a large dataset of pedestrians and their surroundings, will solve this problem.
Future Work
The results we reached so far are satisfying by the length of the tracks and their robustness in different situations, but still can be improved in terms of accuracy in position and scale. A model update strategy can be introduced since the results are just based on a single target initialization, to generate longer tracks and handle the problem of losing approaching pedestrians with a small initialization size. Therefore reliable confidence estimation is necessary, using the Bhattacharyya coefficient as a similarity measure between the final candidate model and the target model, may be an option. Additionally the current model is just based on the pixel orientation and leaves the pixel intensities out. A combination of both features may improve the estimation. Furthermore the position of the features inside the object is neglected by the use of histograms as model-structures. This loss of information may be covered by an offline trained voting scheme that defines an offset vector for every feature towards the object center, which can be used to recalculate the kernel weights or as an additional feature dimension.
